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Comments: I oppose this project due to the damage already inflicted on our community with recent logging.  I

have lived on Old Standard Hollow LN, Newcomb, TN 37819 since 2010.  Our road had not had a problem with

flooding until there was logging close to our road.  There  were only a couple places around the area but it was

confined to some lower areas by creeks.  Now we have a severe flooding problem due to logging.  I am including

pictures of my driveway that was washed out after flooding.  Even my original  driveway has eroded away due to

flooding post logging near our area.  This will severely impact our community and one law suit has already been

filed regarding the local logging that causeed a major mud slide and a house was uprooted from it's foundation.

If this is allowed to happen, I assure you this will lead to a lot of damage of homes and a lot of lawsuits.  No

company should be able to come and change our environment that causes damage to our properties and homes

without retribution.  This is our home and our community and anything that surrounds us that causes damage

should be stopped.  Picture A is my first driveway and the yellow line is where the flooding has eroded it.  Picture

B is showing the erosion to the tile.  I have lived here since 2010 and there was no erosion until the logging and

flooding started.  Picture C is the new driveway we built for $3000.  Picture D is what the flooding done to the

driveway. We had to put another $2000 into another driveway with a bridge that hopefully withstand the flooding

caused by logging.  Picture E shows the flooding since the logging.  There was not flooding before the logging.

Also there are many neighbors who have the same issues and costs associated with the flooding.  Thank you for

taking the time to read my letter.


